Abstract-This paper revisits polynomial residue codes with non-pairwise coprime moduli by presenting a new decoding, called the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding. This decoding is based on the degree-weighted distance and different from the traditional minimum Hamming distance decoding. It is shown that for the two types of minimum distance decoders, i.e., the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding and the minimum Hamming distance decoding, one is not absolutely stronger than the other, but they can complement each other from different points of view.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polynomial residue codes are a large class of linear codes, which includes BCH codes, Reed-Solomon codes and Goppa codes as special cases [1] - [3] . A polynomial residue code with moduli m 1 (x), · · · , m L (x) encodes a message a(x) as the vector a = (a 1 (x), · · · , a L (x)), called a codeword (or residue vector), where a i (x) are residues of a(x) modulo m i (x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. The Hamming weight of a codeword for a polynomial residue code is the number of non-zero residues in it, the Hamming distance between two codewords is the number of residues in which codewords differ, and a polynomial residue code with the minimum Hamming distance d can correct up to ⌊(d − 1)/2⌋ errors in the residues, where ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function. In general, polynomial residue codes can be classified into two categories: codes with pairwise coprime moduli [4] and codes with non-pairwise coprime moduli [5] . A polynomial residue code with pairwise coprime moduli m 1 (x), · · · , m N (x), · · · , m L (x) consists of residue vectors of all polynomials with degrees less than that of N i=1 m i (x), where deg(m 1 (x)) ≤ · · · ≤ deg(m L (x)), and the first N moduli form a set of nonredundant moduli, while the remaining L − N moduli form a set of redundant moduli that facilitates residue error correction. By removing the pairwise coprimality requirement on the moduli, a polynomial residue code with non-pairwise coprime moduli m 1 (x), · · · , m L (x) consists of residue vectors of all polynomials with degrees less than that of the least common multiple (lcm) of all the moduli, which allows more efficient distributed decoding of errors and has simpler error correction algorithm than the polynomial residue code with pairwise coprime moduli. Over the past few decades, polynomial residue codes have been extensively investigated due to their ability of fault-tolerance in polynomial-type operations (e.g., cyclic convolution, correlation and FFT computations) with less complexity in digital signal processing systems [4] - [10] . Correspondingly, there is also a great amount of work on integer residue codes [11] - [16] .
Recently, different from the Hamming distance, another type of distance called degree-weighted distance for polynomial residue codes is defined, and accordingly, a coding framework based on the degree-weighted distance has been developed for polynomial residue codes with pairwise coprime moduli in [17] , [18] . In this paper, with regard to this degree-weighted distance, we naturally study polynomial residue codes with non-pairwise coprime moduli. We derive the error correction capabilities of these codes and also propose the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding algorithm. Moreover, we give two simple examples to show that for the two types of minimum distance decoders for polynomial residue codes with non-pairwise coprime moduli (i.e., the minimum Hamming distance decoding proposed in [5] and the minimum degreeweighted distance decoding proposed in this paper), one is not absolutely stronger than the other, but they can complement each other from different points of view.
Notations: Let F be a field and F[x] denote the set of all polynomials with coefficients in F and indeterminate x. The highest power of x in a polynomial f (x) is termed the degree of the polynomial, and denoted by deg (f (x)). All the elements of F can be expressed as polynomials of degree 0 and are termed scalars. A polynomial is called monic if the coefficient of the highest power of x is 1, and irreducible if it has only a scalar and itself as its factors.
, and denote the cardinality of F , the greatest common divisor (gcd) and lcm of all the polynomials in F by #(F ), gcd(F ) and lcm (F ), respectively. For the uniqueness, gcd(·) and lcm(·) are both taken to be monic polynomials. Two polynomials are said to be coprime if their gcd is 1. Throughout the paper, all polynomials considered are in F[x], and ⌊·⌋ and ⌈·⌉ denote the floor and ceiling functions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
} be a set of L non-pairwise coprime moduli, and M (x) be the lcm of all the moduli, i.e., M (x) = lcm(M). For a polynomial a(x) with deg(a(x)) < deg(M (x)), it can be represented by its residue vector a = (a 1 
Then, a(x) can be uniquely reconstructed from its residue vector via the generalized Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) for polynomials [5] as follows:
where
, and the above (2) reduces to the standard CRT for polynomials. Therefore, polynomials with degrees less than deg (M (x)) and their residue vectors are isomorphic. Definition 1: A polynomial residue code with non-pairwise coprime moduli M has a message space
)} and consists of residue vectors (called codewords) of all polynomials in S.
As mentioned before, the redundancy in a polynomial residue code with L pairwise coprime moduli is introduced by the L − N redundant moduli, since a message has degree less than that of the product (or lcm) of the N nonredundant moduli. However, in a polynomial residue code with L nonpairwise coprime moduli, the redundancy is introduced by the common factors of all pairs of moduli, since a message has degree less than that of the lcm of all the moduli, and the degree of the lcm of all the moduli is less than that of the product of all the moduli.
Since
, it is not hard to see that
. The congruence equation (3) is called a consistency check between residues a i (x) and a j (x). If (3) holds, a i (x) is said to be consistent with a j (x); otherwise, a i (x) and a j (x) appear in a failed consistency check. A residue vector a satisfies the consistency checks given by (3) for all pairs of residues in the vector. If t errors with values e i1 (x), · · · , e it (x) for {i 1 , · · · , i t } ⊂ {1, · · · , L} have occurred in the transmission, then the received residues will be given by, for 1 ≤ i ≤ L,
otherwise.
The residue errors e i (x) satisfy deg(e i (x)) < deg(m i (x)). In the following, let us review the minimum Hamming distance, denoted by d minH , and a simple residue error correction algorithm for a polynomial residue code with non-pairwise coprime moduli presented in [5] . Proposition 1: [5] For a polynomial residue code in Definition 1, write M (x) in the form
where p i (x) are pairwise coprime, monic and irreducible polynomials, and t i are positive integers. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let d i represent the number of moduli that contain the factor p i (x) ti . Then, the minimum Hamming distance of the code is One can see that if there are ⌊(d minH −1)/2⌋ or fewer errors in the residues, a(x) can be accurately reconstructed with the above decoding algorithm, i.e.,â(x) = a(x). However, if more than ⌊(d minH − 1)/2⌋ errors have occurred in the residues, the decoding algorithm may fail, i.e.,â(x) may not be reconstructed, or even though a(x) can be reconstructed aŝ a(x),â(x) = a(x) may not hold.
Recently, different from the Hamming distance above, a new type of distance called degree-weighted distance for polynomial residue codes is defined, and a coding framework for polynomial residue codes with pairwise coprime moduli has been developed accordingly in [17] , [18] . Based on this newly defined degree-weighted distance, we study polynomial residue codes with non-pairwise coprime moduli in the next section of this paper.
III. MINIMUM DEGREE-WEIGHTED DISTANCE DECODING FOR POLYNOMIAL RESIDUE CODES
In this section, we first obtain the minimum degree-weighted distance of a polynomial residue code with non-pairwise coprime moduli, and then based on this, the decoding algorithm is also proposed.
In a polynomial residue code in Definition 1, for any a(x) ∈ S, the degree weight of the codeword a = (a 1 
and for any a(x), b(x) ∈ S, the degree-weighted distance between two codewords a and b is
Let d minD denote the minimum degree-weighted distance of the code, which is also the smallest degree weight over all nonzero codewords due to the linearity of the code. Then, we have the following result. Theorem 1: For a polynomial residue code in Definition 1, write M (x) in the form (5). For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let M i be the set of all the moduli that contain the factor p i (x) ti . Then, the minimum degree-weighted distance of the polynomial residue code is
Proof: Let U be any subset of M satisfying deg(lcm(U)) < deg(M (x)). Then, there must exist at least one M i for 1 ≤ i ≤ K such that M i U = ∅, where ∅ is the empty set. Therefore, we have
(8) For any nonzero a(x) ∈ S, assume that its residue vector a has degree weight
We can write a(x) as a(x) = c(x)d(x), where c(x) = 0 and
which is in contradiction with (9) 
We next show that there exists a codeword with exactly the degree weight min{deg(
t1 , we can obtain that deg(a(x)) < deg(M (x)), i.e., a(x) ∈ S, and that the residues corresponding to the moduli in M 1 are nonzero, while the other residues are equal to zero. So, this codeword has the degree weight min{deg(M 1 ), · · · , deg(M K )}. Thus, the minimum degree-weighted distance of the code is min{deg(M 1 ), · · · , deg(M K )}, and we have completed the proof.
Theorem 2: For a polynomial residue code in Definition 1, the lcm of any subset
. For a residueã i (x) in the received residue vector, we define the failed consistency check degree ofã i (x) as
Then
have occurred in the residues, the failed consistency check degree of each erroneous residue is at least ⌈(d minD −1)/2⌉+ 1, and the failed consistency check degree of each correct residue is at most ⌊(d minD − 1)/2⌋. Proof: According to (8) in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to see that the lcm of any subset
} are pairwise coprime, monic and irreducible polynomials, k i are positive integers, and
Without loss of generality, we assume that e i1 (x) does not contain q l (x) k l and q l (x) = p 1 (x). Then, since m i1 (x) and each modulus in M 1 have the common factor p 1 (x) k l , the erroneous residueã i1 (x) will be inconsistent with a correct residue over M 1 . If k l = t 1 , we know m i1 (x) ∈ M 1 , and we then perform the consistency check betweenã i1 (x) and each of the other d 1 − 1 residues over M 1 . Since there are t residue errors in total, there are at least d 1 − t correct residues over M 1 , and therebyã i1 (x) appears in at least d 1 − t failed consistency checks over M 1 . So, the failed consistency check degree ofã i1 (x) is
∈ M 1 , and we then perform the consistency check betweenã i1 (x) and each of the d 1 residues over M 1 . Due to m i1 (x) / ∈ M 1 , the erroneous residueã i1 (x) is not over M 1 . Since there are t residue errors in total, there are at least d 1 − (t − 1) correct residues over M 1 , and therebỹ a i1 (x) appears in at least d 1 − t + 1 failed consistency checks over M 1 . So, the failed consistency check degree ofã i1 (x) is
This analysis holds for each of the erroneous residues, and thus the failed consistency check degree of each erroneous residue is at least ⌈(d minD − 1)/2⌉ + 1. Next, since a correct residue appears in a failed consistency check only if it is being checked with an erroneous residue, the failed consistency check degree of each correct residue is at most ⌊(d minD − 1)/2⌋ from (11) . This completes the proof.
According to the latter part of Theorem 2, if residue errors satisfying (11) have occurred, the error-free residues can be fast located through consistency checks for all pairs of residuesã i (x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ L, and according to the former part of Theorem 2, these error-free residues contain enough information to reconstruct the correct value of a(x) via the CRT for polynomials. Therefore, we give the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding algorithm as follows.
1) Perform the consistency checks by (3) for all pairs of residuesã i (x), 1 ≤ i ≤ L, in the received residue vector. 2) Take all of those residues each of which has failed consistency check degree by (10) at most ⌊(d minD − 1)/2⌋. If the number of such residues is zero, the decoding algorithm fails. Otherwise, go to 3). 3) If all the residues found in 2) are consistent with each other, use them to reconstruct a(x) asâ(x) via the CRT for polynomials by (2) . Otherwise,â(x) cannot be obtained and the decoding algorithm fails. By the above minimum degree-weighted distance decoding algorithm, if residue errors satisfying (11) have occurred, a(x) can be accurately reconstructed, i.e.,â(x) = a(x). We next present two examples to show that none of the minimum Hamming distance decoding proposed in [5] and the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding proposed in this paper is absolutely stronger than the other.
Example 1: Let F = R be the field of real numbers, and m 1 (x) = (x + 1)
2 (x + 2) 2 (x + 3) 5 , m 2 (x) = (x + 1) 2 (x + 2)(x+3) 5 (x+4) 2 , m 3 (x) = (x+2) 2 (x+3) 5 (x+4) 2 , m 4 (x) = (x+1) 2 (x+2) 2 (x+4) 2 , m 5 (x) = (x+1)(x+2) 2 (x+3)(x+4). We then have d minH = 3 and d minD = 25. Considering the two decoders in Proposition 2 and Theorem 2, we observe:
• The minimum Hamming distance decoding corrects a single error occurring in an arbitrary residue.
• The minimum degree-weighted distance decoding also corrects a single error occurring in an arbitrary residue, and in addition, it corrects two errors occurring in the fourth and fifth residues. Example 2: Let F = R be the field of real numbers, and m 1 (x) = (x + 1)
3 (x + 3) 7 (x + 4) 2 , m 2 (x) = (x + 1) 3 (x + 2)(x + 3), m 3 (x) = (x + 2)
2 (x + 3) 7 (x + 4) 2 , m 4 (x) = (x + 1)
3 (x + 2) 2 (x + 4) 2 , m 5 (x) = (x + 1)(x + 2) 2 (x + 3) 7 (x + 4). We then have d minH = 3 and d minD = 24. Considering the two decoders in Proposition 2 and Theorem 2, we observe:
• The minimum degree-weighted distance decoding corrects a single error occurring in anyone of the last 4 residues, but not in the first residue.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the minimum degree-weighted distance decoding for polynomial residue codes with nonpairwise coprime moduli, which is sometimes but not absolutely stronger than the traditional minimum Hamming distance decoding, and it also provides a new perspective on studying the codes.
